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Presentation Notes
Dear guests, colleagues and friendsWelcome to our special anniversary FEAP event in BrusselsDuring this afternoon, we will be looking at the past, the present and the future of European aquaculture and how the FEAP has had - and will continue to have – an important role in its development. We have an array of important speakers who will give their valuable insights on different aspects of our profession and our products.You might be wondering why we have called this ‘We are the solution – we are the future’. Let me give you some insights on this.The European Union has always had issues with seafood supplies and answering demand. EU Citizens like to eat fish, shrimps and shellfish and we have become used to having a wide choice, availability and relatively cheap prices. Traditionally provided by the fisheries of natural wild stocks, abundance has been replaced by stock management and control measures to counter overfishing and overexploitation. Aquaculture has grown over the years – you will hear more about this later – and, combined with fisheries, supplies the EU market 



THE CHALLENGE OF GLOBAL FOOD SUPPLY IN 2050

EXTRA EU 73% EU 27%

ACTUAL EUROPEAN PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION 
24,3 KG/YEAR

DEFICIT IN EU TRADE BALANCE FOR SEAFOOD

+ 20.000.000.000 €
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Presentation Notes
Current per capita consumption is 24.3 kg – but only 27% comes from EU supplies from fisheries and aquaculture. The remaining 73% which is imported represents a trade deficit of more than 20 billion euros.This is one of the worst European agro-industrial supply positions – while, due to changing conusmer food preferences, seafood demand is rising constantly.This equates to a total market demand for 14 million tons where FEAP producers provide some 2.3 million tons, of which 700,000 tons is produced in the EU – about 5% of total demand.



WORLD FISH PRODUCTION

SEAFOOD PRODUCTS ARE A LIMITED RESOURCE
FISHERY + AQUACULTURE

AVAILABLE FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION

150.000.000 ton
That means less than 20 kg per capita

NOT ENOUGH TO SATISFY WHO AND EFSA ADVICE
TO EAT FISH AT LEAST TWICE A WEEK
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Presentation Notes
Globally, the picture is slightly different. 150 million tons are available from fisheries and aquaculture but where fisheries is recognised as a limited resource. Inadequate to cover the EPA/DHA needed for good human nutrition – 800,000 tons is missing according to WHO data.Seafood is not just protein that’s nice to eat. It is special – omega 3s are essential for many reasons, while essential minerals, vitamins and trace elements are also provided. In our modern life, where obesity-related conditions are a huge cost to our health services, better diets and access to high quality food is a must – recognised by WHO and EFSA.But to eat fish twice a week – do we have the supplies ?



WORLD FISH PRODUCTION

IN THE EU WE CAN CONSUME 
THE AMOUNT WE WANT BECAUSE 
WE HAVE THE MONEY TO DO SO

BUT BY DOING THIS, WE ALSO 
REDUCE SEAFOOD AVAILABILITY 
FOR THE POOREST COUNTRIES

In the long term, availability may not 
be sufficient anymore for EU demand
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In the EU we are lucky. We have the money to buy the seafood available on the shelves. We are rich !However, we are taking away seafood availability from the poorer countries in the world – not very ethical. Although we are contributing economically by buying products to import – what will happen if the Chinese, Asian and Indian middle-classes are prepared to pay more than we do ? Their economies are growing fast !With global population forecasts projecting 9.8 billion people in 2050 – where most will be living  in cities - there will be increasing demands on water, energy, space and other resources.



THE CHALLENGE OF GLOBAL FOOD SUPPLY IN 2050

SINCE MAXIMUM SUSTAINABLE LIMITS HAVE BEEN 
REACHED, THE APPLICATION OF 

MARINE PROTECTED AREAS WILL KEEP 
FISHERIES LANDINGS STABLE AT AROUND

90 MILLION TONS
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Where we will find the seafood products to maintain the  same level consumption of today in the future, considering the yearly increase in the number of global inhabitants?The FAO considers that the maximum limit for sustainable fisheries has been reached  - at around 90 million tons.



WORLD FISH PRODUCTION PER CAPITA

1998
6.000.000.000 PEOPLE

CURRENT
7.400.000.000 PEOPLE

2050
9.800.000.000 PEOPLE

AQUACULTUREFISHERIES

15 Kg 12 Kg 9 Kg

2 Kg 13 Kg 18 Kg
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Look at this picture: if we compare fisheries production over the years it is clear that fisheries impact on the seafood supply is decreasing with an increasing population. In 1998, fisheries supplied 15 kg per capita and aquaculture just 2 kg. Today we eat more farmed fish than wild and, by 2050, aquaculture is expected to supply more than 70% of consumed seafood.



THE CHALLENGE OF GLOBAL FOOD SUPPLY IN 2050

THE ONLY POSSIBILITY THAT WE HAVE – TO BE ABLE TO FILL THE 
GAP BETWEEN PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION

IS TO 

DEVELOP AQUACULTURE

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
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A simple calculation shows that the world will have to increase fish production by ~1,5 M ton per year (equivalent to the Norwegian annual production – that is why I included their flag here) from now to 2050 in order to guarantee the current level of worldwide seafood demandThe only available option to fill this gap between supply and demand for seafood is to develop the aquaculture sector. It can give the solution to all the challenges and issues that I have mentioned, and is something that European institutions have strongly believed in and supported economically for many years. 



FEAP VISION

BY 2030, EUROPEAN AQUACULTURE 
WILL HAVE GROWN, DIVERSIFIED AND 
DEVELOPED TO PROVIDE ANNUALLY 4.5 

MILLION TONS OF SUSTAINABLE 
FOOD PRODUCTS, WORTH € 14 

BILLION AND SUPPORTING MORE 
THAN 150,000 JOBS IN COASTAL AND 

RURAL EUROPE
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So this is why I can say firmly and with strength, we are the solution and - for the same reasons - we also represent the future! I trust that the presentations that you will see today will convince you all.This is why we – the Member Associations of the FEAP – have supported the following Vision.



FEAP VISION

AQUACULTURE, IF WELL MANAGED, IS 
A FULLY SUSTAINABLE AND 

GLOBALLY COMPETITIVE SECTOR

Food from the Oceans
indicates how mariculture can help 
satisfy the global demand for food.
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As FEAP, we know that we need to be ambitious. We have to be ambitious and confident for the future of our companies, for our Countries, for all of Europe.We also believe that our profession has an extremely important role in answering the global challenge of ‘ how to  feed  the Planet tomorrow’ – as highlighted in the recent Scientific Opinion on Food from the Oceans.



FEAP VISION

WE CAN FILL THE GAP OF EU NEEDS IN 
THE SEAFOOD SECTOR OF THE FUTURE

WE CAN CREATE LOTS OF NEW JOBS IN 
RURAL AND COASTAL AREAS –
ALSO CONVERTING  FISHERMAN  JOBS

WE CAN  REDUCE BY 20.000.000.000 € 
THE EU DEFICIT IN SEAFOOD PRODUCTS
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So we are the solution and we are the future because….. aquaculture, if well managed, is a fully sustainable and globally competitive sectorThe EU is the biggest seafood world market and we can fill the gap – now and in the future -  between supply and demand – reducing  the 20B EU deficit in seafood productsWe can create lots of new jobs in rural and coastal areas - also converting  fishermens’ jobs (into something useful…)European aquaculture has the know how, the experience and the resources to achieve all of the goals identified



FEAP VISION

EUROPEAN AQUACULTURE 
HAS THE RIGHT KNOWLEDGE, 

EXPERIENCE , RESOURCES AND 
THE BIGGEST WORLD MARKET:

WE CAN DO IT!
TO ACHIEVE THIS WE SIMPLY NEED TO REDUCE BUREAUCRACY, THE 

TIMING TO HAVE LICENSES AND A FAIR LEVEL PLAYING FIELD
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To achieve these results, European aquaculture – and I include our friends from the shellfish sector in this observation -  with the help our European and National authorities, 2 crucial aspects have to be resolved quickly !Bureaucracy and the Licensing of farms and production sitesA fair and equitable Level Playing Fields for all producers – big and small alike If politicians and administrators will be able to solve these aspects, FEAP – its Members and the farmers - is sure that we can achieve all of the targeted results



Give a Man a Fish,
and You Feed Him for a Day. 

Teach a Man how to Farm it
and You Feed Him for a 

Lifetime
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